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Introduction
As it is well known that an arc of a unit circle (subtending an angle at the origin) can be represented by a complex number of unit norm cos + i sin .
Great circle arcs on a unit sphere represented by a unit quaternion and sine and cosine rules are obtained by J. P. Ward (see [1] , pg. 98-102).
A similar correspondence is possible with dual quaternions and great circle arcs on the dual unit sphere S 2 . The sine and cosine rules for dual and real spherical trigonometry have been well known for a long time. (see [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] ).
Here in this paper we obtain sine and cosine laws by means of this correspondence between great circle arcs on dual unit sphere and dual quaternions.
Dual Quaternions and Arcs
Consider a unit dual quaternion q = cos ' +q sin '. We may associate this dual quaternion by the great circle arcs which is obtained when the diametral plane with normalq intersects the unit dual sphere. Let A; B and C be the unit dual vectors and q = hA; Bi + A^B and p = hB; Ci + B^C be dual unit quaternions.
The quaternion product of p and q is readily checked to be pq = hA; Bi hB; Ci hA^B; B^Ci + hB; Ci A^B + hA; Bi B^C + (B^C)^(A^B) = hA; Ci + A^C:
Considering that p and q are unit dual quaternions, they are screw operators at the same time. Hence q (A) = B, p (B) = C implies that pq (A) = C. This means that the line d 1 which corresponds A transforms into the line d 2 which corresponds C.
We write (using to specify the geometrical correspondence) arcAB q = hA; Bi + A^B = cos ' +q sin ' = cos ( + " ) + sin ( + " ) A^B kA^Bk arcBC p = hB; Ci + B^C = cos +p sin = cos + sin B^C kB^Ck arcAC pq = hA; Ci + A^C:
Hence we write arcAB + arcBC = arcAC or arcq + arcp = arcpq:
Theorem 2.1. Let A 1 ; A 2 ; :::A n be unit dual vectors. Then
Proof. Denoting q k q k+1 by q k(k+1) we have
Noting that q 12 (A 1 ) = A 2 we have q (n 1)n :::q 23 q 12 (A 1 ) = q (n 1)n :::
Hence we get q (n 1)n :::q 23 q 12 = hA 1 ; A n i + A 1^An = q 1n:
Thus arc q (n 1)n :::q 23 q 12 = arcq 1n:
Note that when dual quaternions are taken as real quaternions this result reduces the case in [1] .
The Sine and Cosine Laws for a Dual Spherical Triangle
We consider two di¤erent points A and B on the dual unit sphere given by dual unit vectorsx = x + "x ;ŷ = y + "y respectively. We introduce the set of all dual vectors given byĉ = c + "c = (1 ^ )x +^ ŷ , where^ = + " and 0 1:
We putĉ = ĉ ê ; thenê is a point C on the dual unit sphere. The set of all points C with 0 1 is called the dual great -circle-arc arcAB: We will say that C runs along arcAB from A to B if increases from 0 to 1: With the arcAB we will always mean this arc in the sense from A to B:
Let A, B and C be three points on the dual unit sphere S 2 given by the linearly independent dual unit vectorsx = x+"x ;ŷ = y +"y andẑ = z +"z respectively. We will always suppose that the notations is such that det (x; y; z) > 0. These points together with the dual great -circle-arcs arcAB; arcBC; arcCA form a dual spherical triangle ABC. ( see [2] ) Having de…ned a dual spherical triangle there is naturally de…ned six dual angles 
Now (3.1) implies the law of cosine in dual spherical trigonometry as follows:
Theorem 3.1. Let ABC be a dual spherical triangle on the dual unit sphere S ÖZET:Bu çal¬ smada, birim dual kuaterniyonlara dual yaylar karş¬l¬k getirilmiş, birim dual kuaterniyonlar¬ kullanarak dual küresel üç-genler için bilinen kosinüs ve sinüs ba¼ g¬nt¬lar¬n¬elde edilmiştir.
